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BACKGROUND

• Article is predicated on a divide between policy makers and empirical 
research
• Policy-makers view security guarantees as crucial to preventing nuclear proliferation and 

research has shown mixed conclusions

• Authors see both policy-centered literature and empirical studies as limited
• Security guarantees have two goals: dissuading adversary states and 

reassuring allies
• Authors employ a Large-N empirical study and case study analysis



ARGUMENT

• Security guarantees make recipients less likely to engage in all levels of 
proliferation



ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND 
INFORMATION

• Recent scholarship is divided and used a variety of techniques 
• Theoretically, states desire the deterrence capabilities but don’t pursue 

weapons themselves because they are expensive, difficult or will harm them 
in the global political arena



HYPOTHESIS

• “Countries receiving formal security guarantees from 
nuclear-armed allies are less likely to explore nuclear 
weapons options, launch programs to obtain weapons, and 
acquire nuclear weapons.”



EMPIRICAL SET-UP

• Adapted versions of existing data sets to extend back to 1939 and to 1992
• Behavior coded in four ways: 

• No discernable nuclear proliferation behavior, exploring weapons options, launching 
programs to pursue weapons and acquiring at least rudimentary deliverable weapons

• Operationalizing security guarantees
• Formal defense pacts with the United States and Soviet Union (COW data set)



CONTROL VARIABLES

• Economic resources
• Technological resources
• Conventional security threats
• Nuclear security threats
• NPT: ratification and proportion of states that have ratified
• Major power
• Regime type: democracy/autocracy
• Integration with international economy



MODELING

• Hazard model: time until proliferation
• Division between “core” and “fully specified” models



CORE



FULLY SPECIFIED



CASE STUDY: SOUTH KOREA

• South Korea is the only country to pursue a nuclear weapons program with a 
US nuclear security clearance – Mutual Defense Treaty

• Nixon (Guam) Doctrine changes the view of South Koreans
• South Korea pursues nuclear weapons, even if it means getting materials on 

the black market
• Reagan reaffirms the commitment
• Abandoning the program gave them a credible US commitment to security



KEY TAKEAWAYS 

• Both the empirical analysis and case studies confirm that policy makers in 
Washington are correct: security guarantees can reduce the risk of nuclear 
proliferation

• Rejects recent scholarship on the subject saying the reverse
• South Korea case shows that states weigh the cost of abandonment by allies 

and the benefits of a nuclear program
• Policy makers should consider security guarantees as a key component



CRITICISMS

• The study is widespread, but there are many interwoven variables in 
proliferation outcomes

• Case study bolsters empirical evidence, but is just one example to work with
• Due to the innovative work, it runs counter to much of the existing and 

current scholarship and is thus short on corroborating scholarly work
• Some differences between the core and fully specified version
• Could have benefited from additional hypotheses



NUCLEAR STRATEGY, 
NONPROLIFERATION, AND 
THE CAUSES OF FOREIGN 
NUCLEAR DEPLOYMENTS
Matthew Fuhrmann and Todd Sechser



RESEARCH QUESTION

• Why do countries deploy nuclear weapons abroad? 
• So what? Why is this an important question?

• Sub-questions:
• Why do states deploy to some countries but not to others?

• Why to only some of their allies?
• Why do some states – but not others – agree to host another state’s nuclear 

weapons?
• Are foreign nuclear deployments driven by the same factors that drive nuclear 

proliferation? 



INTRODUCTION AND 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

• Twenty states have hosted foreign nuclear weapons on their territory and 
five do at the time of the article’s publication (2013)

• Deployments have large consequences for international security but little 
research has been done on them

• The most significant crisis was triggered and resolved by deployed weapons



METHOD

• Authors develop three theoretical frameworks
• Extended deterrence model
• Nonproliferation
• Power projection

• Tests theories with historical analysis and doesn’t seek to falsify or exclude 
any of the theories

• Utilizes a data set of foreign nuclear deployments from 1945 to 2000 for the 
statistical analysis



THEORIES, EXPLAINED

• Extended deterrence
• States deploy nuclear weapons to protect allies from third-party aggression

• Nonproliferation
• Intended to persuade the host state it can achieve security without producing

• Power projection
• States deploy to countries that offer an advantage geographically



HYPOTHESES
• D1: Foreign nuclear deployments are ore likely to occur between states that 

share defense allies
• D2: Foreign nuclear deployments are more likely to occur between states 

that share a common rival
• N1: Foreign nuclear deployments are more likely to occur when a potential 

host state is engaged in nuclear exploration
• P1: Foreign nuclear deployments are more likely to occur between states 

located far from one another
• P2: Foreign nuclear deployments are more likely to occur when a potential 

host is located in close proximity to the deplorer's adversary 
• P3: Foreign nuclear deployments are less likely to occur when a potential 

deployer possesses ICBMs



DATA SET: FOREIGN NUCLEAR 
DEPLOYMENTS

• Authors create a data set based on declassified documents and historical 
accounts

• Temporal domain: 1945-2000
• Spatial domain: all known cases in which a state intentionally stationed 

nuclear forces on the sovereign territory of another country
• Excluding: Soviet deployments in the aftermath of the Cold War; US 

“nonnuclear” bombs abroad; sea-based weapons; sovereign bases



FOREIGN DEPLOYMENT DATA



DATA SET: OPERATIONALIZATION 
OF VARIABLES

• Dichotomous dependent variable called “Foreign nuclear deployment”
• Defensive alliance is dichotomous (Alliance Treaty Obligations and Provisions 

data set)
• Shared rival is coded 1 if deployer and host state have a shared rival and 0 

otherwise
• Nuclear exploration: 1 if host is exploring and 0 if not
• Distance from State A and Distance from State A’s rival measures great circle 

distance in thousands of miles
• ICBM is dichotomous and coded 1 if a power possesses ICBMs and 0 if not



DATA SET: CONTROL VARIABLES

• Arsenal size: logged number of nuclear weapons
• Civil war: dichotomous to control for an unstable country
• Post-Cold War: dichotomous; 1 before 1991 and 0 otherwise
• NPT: dichotomous, 1 if one is a member and 0 if not
• Temporal: number of years that pass without a deployment, squared and 

cubed; Deployment years, measures the number of consecutive years a 
country has hosted nuclear weapons



EMPIRICAL FINDINGS



EMPIRICAL FINDINGS



FINDINGS
• Defense pact is positive and statistically significant – Hypothesis D1
• Shared rival is positive and statistically significant at the 99th percent level –

Hypothesis D2
• Distance from State A is statistically insignificant – Hypothesis P1
• Distance from State A’s rival is negative and highly significant – Hypothesis P2
• ICBM is negative and statistically significant
• Nuclear exploration is negative and significant – Hypothesis N1



CONTROL VARIABLE FINDINGS

• Civil war is negatively associated with hosting nuclear weapons
• NPT is statistically significant and negative
• Deployment years is positive and significant; weapons are more likely to 

remain in places the longer they are stationed there



ODDS TABLE



KEY FINDINGS

• Deterrence is the key reason behind nuclear deployment
• Protect protégés and allies from attack

• Nonproliferation does not seem to play a role in deployment
• Hosts may reject it or not in the deployer’s interest

• Explains why the United States might deploy to South Korea or Saudi Arabia
• Security relationships are – roughly speaking – a larger motivator behind 

deployments than nonproliferation



POTENTIAL CRITICISMS

• Innovative theoretical framework is interesting
• Could have benefited from discussing the theoretical framework in the context 

of existing work
• Some of it seems intuitive, and potentially tautological


